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HORIZONT.AL LIFTS OF TENSOR FIELDS AND CONNECTIONS TO TИE TANGENT 
ВДNDLE OF HIGHER ORDER 
Jacek Gancarzewicz and Modesto Salgдdo 
0 . Introduction 
Let T̂ M = { i r Y I f :(-£++£) —• M of c lass 0°°} be the tangent 
bundle of order r t where M i s a manifold of dimension n. We denote by 
Ttt^M • M > ^(i^f) s yCo-) 
the bundle projection. Let T be a connection of order r on M-. that 
is* P is a connection in the principal fibre bundle FrM of frames of 
order r. Since T^H is an associated bundle with. FrM> this connection 
defines a distribution H on TrM» called the horizontal distribution,, 
such that 
T(TrM) 8 VClr^M) ® H 
where VCT1*!) = ker d-rr is the distribution of vertical vectors on 
TrM. 
The restriction ^irJH is an isomorphism of H onto ^-.(^M and we 
can define the horizontal lift X of a vector field X from M to T^Vl 
by the formula 
д»(p> - ( V І V " 1 ( X - Ч P ) > 
In this paper we will discuss horizontal lifts of tensor fields 
from M to TFM* 
This paper has six sections. 
In Section 1 we recall results of A. Morimoto [?]» [tl] about 
lifts of tensor fields to the bundle T
r
M. 
This paper is in final form and no version of it will be 
submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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In Section % we study horizontal l i f t s of vector f i e lds and 
1-forms... For every v s 0>.-.# f lr we define the horizontal v - l i f t of 
1-forms from M to T^Vi and we study properties of 
rv(«) - o(*> - c?*v 
where g i s an 1-form on M and ccSv\ o H » v denote> respectively> the 
p - l i f t and the horizontal y - l i f t of co t o T3^* We have 
. T * ( f W ) = L fW y ^ o . ) 
/t=0 
for every function f on M and every 1-form CJOU M» 
Since for a vector f ie ld X on M and 
•JГ(X) = x ( r> - x н 
we have 
then we obtain 
i f we define 
for v 4. r-1 • 
cгCfx) - f(0) >>(x> + £ f(v) x(r-»> 
1 ff v~4 
f (fx) - £ f(v> /-^Cx) 
y
v(x) = x ( v ) 
In Section 3 using the methods-of A. Morimoto we find the prolon-
gation of the operation yV(t) fot any tensor f i e ld t on M and we 
define the horizontal y - l i f t of t from M to T*M by the formula 
t H » v = t<v> - r
y c t ) 
and we study the principal properties of these operations for y « !» 
TT r\ 
»»»,r* (The horizontal O - l i f t i s not in teres t ing because t * 2 0 
for any tensor f i e ld t QQ M J 
The proposed def ini t ion gives a generalization of known cases* I f 
r s 1, tH > 1 coincides with the horizontal l i f t defined by K. Yano 
and S* Ishihara [l2~L I f r i s arbitrary and t i s a tensor f i e ld of 
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type ( 1 , 1 ) , then t H > r co incides with the horizontal l i f t tH defined 
by J» Gancarzewicz, S. Mahi and N* Rahmani [ 5 ] * 
In Section lf we study horizontal l i f t s o f pseudariemannian 
metrics . 
In Section 5 we define a horizontal l i f t o f l inear connection V 
from M to T̂ M with respect to m given connection V of order r . Thus, 
for r = 1, we have a horizontal l i f t of V (from M to TM) with 
respect to a l inear connection \70 . I f \7 = V0 then t h i s operation 
coincides with the horizontal l i f t of l inear connections introduced 
by K. Yano and S. Ishihara [12] • 
In Section 6 we stutcj the relat ionship between the horizontal 
l i f t s of tensor f i e lds and l inear connections. 
In t h i s paper a l l manifolds are differential-!© of c l a s s C*° and 
a l l objects (as functions, vector f i e l d s , forms, tensor f i e lds e t c ) 
are always of c lass C°° . 
1. L i f t s of tensor f i e lds to the tangent bundle of higher order 
In the f i r s t sect ion we recal l br ief ly the main resu l t s of A. 
Morimoto [7 ] , [11] about l i f t s of tensor f i e lds to the tangent 
bundle of higher order. These re su l t s wi l l be used i n the sequel . 
Let us denote by TrM the bundle of r-^ets at 0 of curves f of 
c l a s s C00 on a manifold M. I f f i s a function on M and v» = 0 , . . . , r 
we define the V - l i f t f^' as the function on TrM given by the 
formula 
0.1) t^hilp = vT ~7( f"> ) (0 ) • 
If v is negative, then we set f^v' = 0. 
For a chart (U,x ) on M we consider the induced chart 
(Tr-1(a)f*
L»)') on T^M defined by 
(1.2) x1^ = (xV v ) 
The family of v - l i f t s of functions i s very important because, i f X 
and I are vector f i e l d s on T*M such that X(f^ ' ) = Y ( f ^ ) for every 
function f on M and every v = 0 , . . . , r > then X s Y. 
I f X I s a vector f i e ld on M and v =r 0 , . . . , r > then there i s one 
and only one vector f i e ld Xv ' on T M such that 
(1.3) X ( v ) ( f t S t ) ) = ( X f ) ( v + X " r ) 
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for a l l functions f on M and X = 0,t>».,r (see [ 7 ] , [ l l ] K -̂ -© vector 
f i e l d X ( v ) on T*M i s cal led the v - l i f t of X. 
Formulas (1.2) and (1.3) imply 
& - <17><r~V> 
for v = 0,t>. . ,r and i = l , * . . , n (n = dim M). 
I f cj i s an 1-form on M and v> = 0 , . . , . , ^ then there i s one and 
only one 1-form cS*' on T3^ such that 
0 . 5 ) co(v)CX(X>) - (cX) (v+x-r> 
for a l l vector f i e lds X on M and X = 0 , . . . , r .> The 1-form cs"' on TrM 
i s cal led the v - l i f t of 0 (see [ 7 j » [ n ] ) . 
From formulas (1.2) - (1.5) we have 
(1.6) d x 1 ^ = ( d * V V > 
for v = 0 , . . . , r and i = 1 ,»» . ,n . Using formulas (1.1),. (1.3) and 
(1.5) we can verify (see [ ? ] , [11]) the following properties of 
tf-lifts 
, ( f 8)
( v ) = h *<*> s
(v-^> 
/4=0 
, (fx)(v> = £ tW x(v-^> 
A=0 
, ( f . ) ( v ) = I t^ (»-/•) 
/^=0 
for all functions f, g, all vector fields X, Y, all 1-forms o> r and 
V a 0,...,r. From (1.3) we also obtain 
(1.10) [X(V),Y^>J = [X,Yj
(v+^r> 
Using formulas (1.7)» (1.8) and (1.9) we can prove (see A. 
Morimoto {?] , [11] ) . 
Proposition 1 .1 . For each v> = 0 , . » . , r there i s one and only one 
operation t —-» t^V' which transforms tensor f i e lds on M i n t o tensor 
f i e lds on T ^ and s a t i s f i e s the following conditions: 
(a) I f t i s of type (p,q) on M, then t>v' i s of type (p,q) on T*M. 
(b) I f t i s of type (0,0) (respect ive ly , of type (1,0) and ( 0 , 1 ) ) , 
then t ^ i s given by formula (1.1) (respect ive ly , by (1.3) and 
(1.7) ( f + g ) ( V > = f ( v > • g ( v > 
(1.8) (x + ү)
( v > = x ( v > + ү ( v > 
(1.9) (o + r)
(v> = J v > + r
( v > 
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(1.5) )• 
(c) The operation t ~ » t̂  ' is linear with respect to constant 
coefficients. 
(d) For two tensor fields t and t» on M we have 
( u i i ) (t e>t')(v> = I t^> ® t » ( v - ^ 
yk=-0 
The tensor f i e ld t ^ i s cal led the v - l i f t of t ta T̂ M. From 
(1 • 11) > by indaction t we have 
(1.12) ( t . ® . . . ® O l ' = 2— t . 1 ® . . . © t p 
1 p y1+...+vp=-v '
 p 
for every tensor f i e lds t l f . . . t t on M. 
Using the above proposition and formulas (1.1 ) t (1.3) and ( l . 5 ) t 
for a tensor t of type (0 tp) or ( 1 , p ) t we can obtain (see a lso [7]» 
[11]) 
(1.13) t ( v ) ( x 1
 1 x p
r p ) =. ( t ( x l t . . . t x p ) )
 M r p 
for a l l vector f i e lds X - t . . . , X on M and vt^-. j . . . , ^ = 0 t . . . t r ; 
where on the right-hand side of formula (1-13) we have the 
(y+^. + . . .+w - p r j - l i f t of a function t ( X . t . . . t X ) i n the case of a 
tensor f ie ld of type (0 tp) or of a vector f ie ld in the case of a 
tensor f ie ld of type ( l . p ) . 
Using formulas ( 1 . 2 ) , (1.-+), (1.6) aijid (1.12) for 
i , . . . i . 1 • • * r. Ә O ^ 1 **Гł 
1
 ҷ
p — ~ ® . . . ® —r- ® dx . . . ® dx q 
d ' — ^ 9 / 1 " Эх"? 
(v) we can find the loca l expression o f t ^ y ' . Namelyt we have (see £ l l j ) 
\> v í 1 • • • Jf 
v - » • • • » y p ' 4 
?1 • • • • » ţq 
°-"'> __L_ .... »-___ e ^ Л . ... в i жV-, 
Әx 1 ' Зx p p 
2 . Horizontal l i f t s of vector f i e lds and 1-forms 
Let f1 be a connection o f order r on M. For each point y o f TrM, 
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p defines a horizontal subspace H of T (T
r







 © V^Cl^M) 
where V (T'M) = ker d TT i s the vert ical space at y. Since ^ir/Hy i s 
an isomorphism of H onto ^{yjM* n® can define the horizontal l i f t 
XR af a vector f ie ld X from M to T3^ by the formula 
XH(y) = ( V ' ^ r 1 < X i r ( y ) ) 
I f (TГt.x1) i s a chart on M and 
y i 3 YH yijV 3 
^ 3 ? * 3?^ 
then we have (see [5J) 
X1*0 - X1 
S ғ Є 
for y a 1 t *.^ t r and i =- 1 t ».^ t n t where rL ., are the 
components o f f . i s 
We propose the following def init ion of horizontal v - l i f t of 
1-forms from M to TrM,> 
Definition 2*1 . Let -o be an 1-form on M and v = 0 t »^. t r» Vfe 
define the 1-form cj , v on T*M by the formulas 
^ H t v ( x H } s Q 
(2.2) 
w H , v ( x W } = ( t t ( x ) ) ( v ^ - D 
for a l l vector f i e lds X on M and a = 0 t . .- t r-1«. 
The 1-form ca* i s cal led the horizontal V-l i f t of o from M to 
T'M with respect to the given connection V of order r. 
Let us note that co , v i s a well-defined 1-form on T3^ and the 
r e s t r i c t i o n s of 00 * v and o r ' to the vert ica l space V (T^M) co inc ide 
Also t i f y = 0, then c?*° s 0 on Ô M* 
In the case r = 1 t ccr*^ coincides with the horizontal l i f t co
H 
defined by K. Yano and S* Ishihara [12] t [13J» 
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If (U„x ) is a chart on M and 
, AJL H„V ,,H.v . i„f<. co a a cbtr $ co * -s a. * dx
 f ~ 
_l. -"-t/A' 
then from (1#-f* (W6)> (2.1) and ( 2 ^ ) we have 
v 
«І'O - г ř 4 ZZ гh t 




> \ . . > * * (^O-X) 
«Ï;I=Ц) ( M 
for u = 1». . .>r. 
The horizontal v - l i f t of 1-forms has the following elementary 
propert ies. 
Proposition 2^2^ I f o, o1 are 1-forms on M„ f i s a function on M 
and v = 0 f . . . , r » then 
fr> i \ (r-t .. l^- I >v H . v , H . v 
( 2 . / f ) C« • c o 1 ; * ss co * + cy * 
v> 
(2.5) (f")H»V = Z fW coH»V-^ 
^=0 
Proof. The f i r s t formula i s t r i v i a l . To show the second formula we 
observe that for every vector f ie ld X on M we have 
( £ f ^ c o ^ " ^ ^ ) - 0 = (to)E**&) 
ju=0 
and for X = 0 t . . . f r - 1 
(£ f ^ j ^ - w ^ ) - z. w ^(x))(v-^A-r) 
ya=0 /A-sO 
- *zf" f^ (^(x))<v-^x-r) 
^=o 
- (f«(x) )<*•*-*> 
. ( fco) H . V (X W ) 
since for j*. > V +x-r and > < r-1, v -yu+X-r is negative and hence 
(w(X)) ( v- A + X" r ) =• 0, and the results follows. 
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I f co i s an 1-forra on Mt we define 
(2.6) /(co) = J v > - *>» 
So t Y &)
 i s a n Inform on T1*! which measures the deformation between 
the v - l i f t and the horizontal i ; - l i f t of CJ# 
Now from (1.9) and Proposition 2.2 we deduce 
(2.7) y^fc) + <of) = YV(°°) + Y^1) 
(2.8) vv(fo> = £ f(/° r^C") 
0 yu=0 ° 
for a l l 1-forms cot co
1 on M and a l l functions f on M. 
I f X i s a vector f ie ld on M, we define 
(2 .9 ) vr(X) = X ( r ) - y? 
Sot y
r(X) i s a vector f ie ld on TrM which measures the deformation 
between the complete l i f t and the horizontal l i f t of X. 
Using the formula 
(fX)H = f (0) X11 
and (1.8) we obtain 
y r(fX) = ( f X ) ( r ) - (fX)H 
- ZI f^ x ( r w ^ - f(0) XH 
= f
(0) fix) • z : t<r> x ( r - ^ 
0
 A = i 
I f we want to have an analogous formula to (2.8) for vector f i e lds 
i n case v = r» we must define 
(2.10) ү r U ) - X ( л ) 
for jitas 0 t . . . t r - 1 . 
Now we have 
(2.11) Y
rW = *-- frlifXx) 
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Using formulas (1.8) and (2.8) - (2»10) it is easy to verify 
Proposition £»3» If X, X1 are vector fields on M, f is a function 
on M and y = 0,»»»,r, then 
(2*i2) yv(x + x , ) * TV(X) * ^ ( x f ) 
(2»13) Y
y(ff) = £ f<T> y ^ X ) 
^=0 
5» Horizontal l i f t s of tensor f i e lds 
In Section 2 we defined the operations $ p tf=0.»»»,r, for 
vector f i e lds and 1-forms* I f we denote y v ( f ) = f^v' for any 
function f on M, then Propositions 2»2 and 2.3 imply 
v 
vy(fx) » ZL fit) r ^ C x ) 
x\tu) = h t\t) ^-P-M 
(3-D J*° 
yV(X • X') = v (̂X) • fV(X«) 
^V(co • oof) = f(o>) + / ( G O 1 ) 
Now, using the same arguments as A» Moriraoto i n the proof of 
Proposition 3*1 i a [ n ] «a can prolonge the operations ^ , jJa 0,»»»„ 
r , for any tensor f ie lds* We have the following proposit ion. 
Proposition 3 . 1 . Let J(M) denote the algebra of tensor f i e lds on 
M. For any y=s 0 , . . . , r , there i s one and only one operation 
y» • T(M) > J(TrM) 
such that 
(a) I f t i s a tensor f ie ld of type (p ,q) on M, then T^(t) i s a 
tensor f i e ld of type (p ,q) on TrM. 
(b) I f t and t* are tensor f i e lds on M, then we have 
^ y ( t + t ' ) « y y ( t ) + y v ( t ' ) 
(c) I f X i s a vector f i e ld on M, then 
v ( t ® ť ) = T. /(t) ®/"Лt«) 
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x ( r ) _ XH i f v> = r 
Xv ' if v < r 
(d) I f co i s an 1-form on Mf then 
f(«) = Jv ) - ^ 
where co »v i s the horizontal V - l i f t of co defined by (2.2). 
(e) I f f i s a function on Mf then y^(f) 3 f C
v ) . 
From (b) we eas i ly obtain by induction 
(3-2) /Ct-® . „ €>t ) = Z Z ^Ct,)® . . . ®UPCt ) 
0 ] p y 1 + . . . + y = y * 
where t - , * . . t are tensor f i e l d s on M. Next we look for e x p l i c i t 
formulas for yCt) f where t i s a tensor f i e ld of some specia l types* 
Proposition ^ . 2 . I f V = 0 f . . . f r and t i s a tensor f i e ld of type 
(Ofrp) on Mf then 
(a) ^(tKX*1,...^) = t(V)(X?f...fxJ) 
for all vector fields X-f...tX on M. 
(b) If there is a vertical vector among X1f...f3L 6 T (I^K), then 
I P *#o 
^r v ( t ) (X l f . . . f X p ) = 0 
P r o o f . F i s t l y , we suppose t h a t t = co. <£> ...<S> co f where c ^ , ^ , ^ are 
1-forms on M. Nowf according to (3^2) we have 
(3.3) Y^Ct) = Z Z t 3 C " i ) ® — ®U^Ccp ) 
0 V1 + ̂ . » + Vp=:y
 u ' * 
From Proposition 3.1(d) we obtain 
and hence 
үa^нф = ^ ( ф 
(M.п .o>> ^(txx?,...^) - Z _ »^'c^)...«3;V(A 
p v 1 + . . . + v = y i • P P 
= t<v>0c* -J) 
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To prove the second formula for t=r c*x ® ... ® CJ 9 let X1>...,X 
be vectors tangent at y0 £ T
rM to TrM such that for some i0 , 
1 ̂  io < p, Xr is vertical. There are a vector field Y on M and 3. , 
^ X < 
we have 
0 <£   r - 1 , such that X^ = Y ( X ) ( y 0 ) . Now, according to (3.3) 
/UKX-,...^ ) = 2 Y 1 ^ ) ^ ) ••• rp<oou = 0 
because from (l.f>)» ( 2 . 3 and (2.6) we obtain 
= ( ^ i o ( Y
( X ) ) ) ( y 0 ) - (d
9 i o ( Y ( X ) ) ) ( y 0 ) 
= 0 . 
Let JC be the family of tensor f i e lds t of type (0-,p) on M such 
that t verify Proposition 3 . 2 . We proved that tensor f i e lds o f type 
tf, Q . . . ® a belong to 3i% where W-,•..,£-> are 1-forms on M. From 
the l inear i ty of YV and v - l i f t s we obtain that i f t and t 1 belong to 
3i then so i s t • t ' . Since every tensor f i e ld of type (0,p) i s a 
sum of tensor f i e lds of type o 0 . . . ® £> » •-# contains a l l tensor 
f i e l d s of type (0„p), and the proof i s complete. 
To prove the analogous proposition for tensor f i e lds of type 0 , p ) 
we wi l l need the following lemma. 
Lemma ^.^. I f g i s a tensor f ie ld of type 10,p) on M and X1fr...*X 
are vector f i e lds on M, then 
g ( 0 ) (x^. . . fx^) = ( g ( x i r „ . , x p ) )
( 0 ) 
Proof. I t i s t r i v i a l from the def ini t ion of the 0 - l i f t of tensors 
and formula ( 2 . 1 ) . 
Now we can prove the following proposition. 
Proposition ^ . 4 . I f t i s a tensor f i e ld of type (1>p) on M, p > 0„ 
and V =r 0, .**>r, then 
(a) I f X1t».»*X are vector f i e lds on M, then we have 
* XT 
f t ( v ) ( X H , . . . , X H ) i f v V r 
/(t)(XH,...,XH) = { 
I t(r)(XH,...,XH) - (t(X ,...,Xp))
H if„=r 
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(b) If there is a vertical vector among X . , , . . . , X £ T (TrM̂ , then 
^(t)(xlt...,xp) = 0 
Proof. We suppose, at f i r s t , that t = g g> X, where X i s a vector 
f ie ld on M and g i s a tensor f ie ld of type (0,p) on M. From 
Proposition 3*1 (b) we have 
(З.tf) үV(t) - Zľ {is)<9/^U) 
Now, for vector f ie lds X-,...,X on M, according to Proposition 3 . 2 , 
we have 
f'uxx? xj|) . ZZfUKx* xj)y^x) 
- ^g ( ^(x» xj)/-^(x) 
and next, using (2.9) > (2.10) and Proposition 3»2, we obtain 
/(tкx? xj) 
í ZГ.^Cx? A x ^ 
л=o 
•g(0)(xн,-.-,xJ) xн 
i f v / r 
i f i> = r 
= \ 
i f v < r 
i f v = г 
(g^W^Hx?,...^) 
^ = 0 * 
5T (g^>® x(y-^)(x» x?) 
ju.=0 * 
- (g(x . x p ) )
( 0 ) Xs 
From Proposition 1.1, for every v= 0 , . . . , r , we knim that 
£ «W* x (v- /0 . ( g € , x ) M . tC») 
ju.=0 
and, on the other hand, from Lemma 3*3 
( g ( x 1 , . . . , x p ) )
( 0 ) xH = ( g t t ^ . ^ X p ) x)H = ( ( g ® x ) ( x l f . . . , x p ) )
H 
= ( t (X . j , . • • »X ) ) . 
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The above remarks f in ish the proof of part (a) o f the proposition 
for a tensor f ie ld t a g ® X. Part (b) of Proposition 3.4 for t * 
g ® X i s an immediate consequence of Proposition 3*2 0-0* Using the: 
same arguments as i n the end of the proof of Proposition 3+2 we can 
prove that Proposition 3+1+ i s true for a l l tensor f ie lds of type 
0»P)> P > 0 . 
Now we propose the following def init ion of horizontal y - l i f t of 
tensor f i e l d s . 
Definition 3 . 5 . Let t be a tensor f ie ld of type (p^q) on M and 
\> * 0 . . . . „ r . The tensor f ie ld (of type (p*q)) 
t-v - t ( y ) - ť<t) 
on T^fTis cal led the horizontal v>-lift of t from M to T̂ M with 
respect to a given connection of order r on M. 
TQ f inish t h i s sect ion we give a few remarks. 
Remark 3.6. The horizontal 0 - l i f t i s not in teres t ing because for 
every tensor f ie ld t* tH*° i 0» In fact, i f 
t =- t * 1 " * * * - j U © . . . ® - 4 - ® d x l 1 ® ***® dx** 
j i *-»*j— .. --M ... *-, 
1 q 3x 1 3 x p 
is a tensor field of type (p»q) on M* then from formulas (1*12) and 
(3-M2) we have 
r°<" - K ; : : : . ; ' ^ - - - ^ 
0 fidx^)® . . . ®y°(dxS 
. cti i"*V0) (4-)(0)® ...® (-4-)(0) 
<3> (dx% ( 0 ) ® . . . ® ( d x S ( 0 ) 
= t<°> 
and hence 
tн,o . t(o) _ т o ( t ) s 0 
Remark 3_/7._. If t is of type (0*1) on M„ then t
H
*^ is given by 
formula (2+2)+ If t is of type (1*0), then t H* r » t H is defined in 




 5 0 for v < r-
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Remark 3.8.. Since flV(X) s X ( v ) for v <r r and a l l vector f i e l d s X 
on Hr i f 
t - t 1 P — 5 - ® ...(3> — j -
a* 1 ax P 
i s a tensor f i e ld of type ( p f 0 ) f the for v < r we have 
f(t) - Z I tAVV** lp> Y<l(-T') ® ... ® t^C-T-) 
- z : c^-s(Uo)(-V)(^i)@-^c-^)(v 
- t < v > 
and hence, t ^ » t ^ - y ( t ) 3- 0 for every tensor f i e ld t of type 
(p f0) on M and v < r . 
Remark 5*9. Let t be a tensor f i e ld of type ( l f 1 ) onM^ According 
to Proposition 3*4 we have 
(3.5) 
I tH,r(x(K)) . ( t x ) 0 0 
tH fV (xH} ^ Q 
t H»v ( x ( / . ) , . ( t x ) < v W ) 
for v =s 1 f * . . f r - 1 , ^=- 0 f . . . f r - 1 and a l l vector f i e l d s X on M. 
Formulas (3»5) mean mean that t * r coincides with the horizontal 
l i f t tH of tensor f i e lds of type ( 1 f l ) introduced i n [ 5 ] . 
Horizontal r—lifts of geometric structures defined by tensor 
f i e lds of type (1^1) were studied i n [5K 
U+ Horizontal l i f t s of metrics 
In t h i s sect ion we wi l l study horizontal i>-»lifts of tensor f i e l d s 
of type ( 0 f 2 ) f par t i cu lar^ horizontal v - l i f t s of metrics and pseudo-
metrics . At f i r s t f we introduce the following notat ion. Let g be a 
tensor f ie ld of type (0 fp) on M and a = 1 «••.••>*!>•. For a vector f i e l d 
X on M we denote by (*xg the tensor f i e ld of type (O p̂—1) on M given 
by the formula 
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G*x?$ (x.j t... >xp_-) s g(x-,... >xa_- „x„xa*... »xp_..) 
for all vector fields X - t . . . t . X L - on M. 
From Proposition 3.2„ Definition 3.5 and formula (1.13) we obtain 
immediately 
Proposition U.I . If g is a tensor field af type (0,2) on M and 
v = 1*...,^ then gH,v is given by the formulas 
(4.0 gH»V(XH>T
H) =r 0 
(4.2) g H > * ( x V ° ) = (c|g)(V+^r)(XH) 
(4.3) ^ttW|YH) , (c^)^W(r5) 
(4.4) gH^(X(^),Y(^,)) = (g(X,r)) ( v +^'~ 2 r ) 
for all vector fields X, Y on M and jm, jm* = Ot...tr»1. 
Formulas (4.2) and (4.3) imply that if g is symmetric then so is 
g * for every v - 1f...*r. 
Let g be a symmetric tensor field of type (0*2) (a quadratic form) 
on M. We suppose that the dimension of kernel of the linear mapping 
T^M ̂  v > g(v,-) G T^M 
i a constant on M. We denote by c t.his dimension. 
Every point of M has a neighborhood 1/ and a frame X .j f . . . t rXn 
defined on a such that 
g(XjL>Xi) s 0 for i 4 l 
[ 1 i f i = 1 > . . . , a 
g(X i >X i) = J -1 IX i = a+1,-. . . ,a+b 
[ 0 i f i = a+h+1 > . . . t n 
far some numbers a, b;, o f course a + h + c s i i s dim M. 
We denote by ( a ^ c ) the signature of g . We suppose always that 
the numbers a and b are independent o f a point o f M. The frame 
X.j^...*X:a i s cal led adapted to g. We have the following proposition. 
Proposition U.2. I f g i s a symmetric tensor f i e ld of type (0,2) 
and (a»b»c) i s the signature of g* then the signature of g?»V i s 
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( a v * b | V + 2 ) , a ( v * | l * b \ CiV+ 1) • (r - v)_) 
i f v i s even, and 
(..<* + *>£>+ '? , <--+-ff * '> ,e(» • 1) • (r -v).) 
i f v i s odd. 
Proof• Let X- , . . . > X : a be an adapted frame to g on some neighborhood U.. 















0 0 0 
c 
b 
{ xj t xJ
K) t i,j=1,...,n; /*=0,...,r-1 } 
i s a frame on T T ^ U ) C T^M. Using formulas (lf.1) - (lf.4) and Lemma 
3.3 we find the matrix G of gH>>> with respect to the frame Clf.7) 
G в. 
0 . . . . 0 &. A1 A2.. 
0 .••. 0 0 0 0 •• 
• • • • -• • • 
• - • . • r 
• • • 
0 . . . . 0 0 0 0 . . , 
gb . . . 0 0 0. 0 .•, 
A* ...- 0 0 0 0 . . , 
A? . . . 0 0 0 & 0 







Г--У + 1 
v-1 
Г-V+1 y~1 




 are some (n* n)-matrices 
(for a matrix A, A denotes the transpose of a matrix A). We also use 






 = 0 if 
X j-t 0 and f
v
 ' is the same constant. 
In order to calculate the signature of G we observe that G s P*GP„ 
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where 
P = 
0 9 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 I &Л- * . . g; A ^ -
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 I 
Г-v+1 




-v> + 1 V - 1 
... o & 0 o 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 go 
Г-У + 1 ~7-i 
0 
0 
R-v + 1 
V - 1 
S i n c e P i s non-s ingu lar matr ix and G » P*GP, we conclude t h a t G and 
G have the same s ignature* Ta f ind the s i g n a t u r e o f G we look for 
the number o f n e g a t i v e and p o s i t i v e s o l u t i o n s o f t n e equat ion 
det(G - XI Q ) = 0 
where I i s the i d e n t i t y ( r + 1)n-matr ix. 
Through a straighforward computation we can o b t a i n t h a t 
Г 
det(G-AI 0 ) == { 
a ( v ^ l + b v *»,%W^.l c(*+1) • (r-»)n 
i f v i s even 
(a+b)(*»1) (a+b )(»+1 ) , , i N , , 
Tf L , x - ^
 L c ( » + 1 ) + ( r - » ) n 
±(1-*) * (1+*) 2 % 
i f v i s odd 
which prove the p r o p o s i t i o n * 
P r o p o s i t i o n <+*2 i m p l i e s t h a t for v> -< r the t e n s o r gH*^ i s 
degenerate* As an immediate consequence o f P r o p o s i t i o n tf»2 we o b t a i n 
Cdrol lary 4 * 3 - I f g i s a pseudometr ic on M wi th s i g n a t u r e ( a f b * 0 ) f 
then g**» i s a pseudometric on T̂ M with s i g n a t u r e 
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i f r i s even, and 
( i_^2___i2 , isiS2|EtlI-f o ) 
i f r i s odd* 
We observe that g » r i s never posi t ive-def ined. In the case r =. 1 
Corollary l+.3 coincides with the result obtained by K. jfano and S. 
Ishihara [13]* 
5 . A horozontal l i f t Qf l inear connections 
*±rst of a l l , we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5 . 1 . I f r i s a connection of order r on M and V i s a 
l inear connection on M, then there i s one and only one l inear 
connection V oxk T*M such that 
( 5 . 0 VHH Y
3 - (Vx Y)
H 
(5 .3 ) V ^ , l " = 0 
(5 .4 ) VH ( V ) T<^ = ( _ T )
( y + ^ r > 
for a l l vector f i e lds X, IT on M and v, /A = O t . . . , r - U 
The l inear connection V i s cal led the horizontal l i f t of V from 
M to T̂ M with respect to T* 
£____£. At f i r s t , we observe that conditions (5*1) - (5**f) determine 
uniquely V * Really, i f Sr i s a l inear connection on TrM which 
s a t i s f i e s conditions (5*1) - (5.4)» then we can compute the 
Oaristofel l symbols of V as some functions of ChristofelL symbols 
Qf V and T. This imp l ies the unici ty of VH. 
To prove the existence of such l inear connection V on l̂ M we 




be the canonical frame on U. Now 
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is a frame on T^MJlT.̂  Thus, there is one and only one linear 
connection V on ̂ M U such that 
(5-5) V ә » (----)
H = (Vә ~ ř )
H 
Әx1 
«•» w » (à)й - ° 
Зx 1 
Әx1 Эx1 
for i , i = 1,...,n and V,/M, = 0 *....>, r-1.» 
Let K be the family o f a l l pa i rs (X,Y) o f vector f i e l d s on U such 
that conditions (5*1) - (%4) hold for X, Y and *pkjL s 0,.-» #,r-1, 
where 7 i s remplaced by \7» The def in i t ion o f V imp l ies that the 
pair (--5r , -—*) belongs to K for every i , J = 1,..*,n. 
dx 9xJ 
Now, we wi l l prove that the family K has the following properties^ 
(a) I f (X,Y) and (X'^Y) belong to K, then s4 i s (X+X',Y). 
(b) I f (X,Y) and (X,Y») belong uo K, then so i s (X,Y+Y'). 
(c) I f (XfY) belongs to K, then for every fonction f on M (fX,Y) and 
(X r fO belong to K, 
The. propert ies (a) and (b) are an immediate consequence o f the 
l inear i ty of a l l operations which intervene i n formulas (^»1) -
( % - f ) . 
To prove the property (c) we observe -chat (fX) s. f̂  ' X̂  and 
XH(f^ 0O » (Xf )^ 0 ) . Now, using these formulas and the fact thai; 
(X->Y) belongs to K* we obtain 
Г*" 
(fX) H 
Y11 = V )xн
 үH 
=r f ( o > ( x Y)
H 
3 ( f VXY)
H 
V̂ н ( « ) " = T н t ^ i " ) 
= XH(f<°>) • > > v > 
yH 
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= (Xf)(°> Y* + f<°> (VXY)H 
- (7X f?)
H 
I t means that the pairs (fX>Y) and (X,fY) verify condition 0 . 1 ) . 
Now we have 
V Y (v ) . f (0 ) ^ (V) 
(fX)H Xs 
= f (0> [XH,Y^>] 
= [ f ( 0 ) X H ,T ( v >] + Y ^ ( f ^ > ) X
H 
- [(fx)V>] 
because Y(v)(f(0)) = (Yf)(i>~r) = w for y = 0,...,r-l. According to 
(1*8), we obtain also 
V H Cff)
(v) = £ ^H f(^Y
f w-^ 
XH Û=0 XH 
= £ AfW^^wii^ 
M=0 XH 
- £ xH(f(^)y(y-/-) • f W rX
H,Y(y-A) 
- £ r*vwv-Mi 
/*=0 
= fxH,(fx')(y)J 
Hence, condition (5.2) i s verif ied by the pairs (fXtY) and (X-.fr) 
for v s 0 , . . . , r - 1 . 
A ver i f i cat ion of condition (5.3) for the pairs (fX-,*) and (XffT) 
i s t r i v i a l , condition (5.1f) for these pairs we verify by the same 
method as i n the construction of the camplette l i f t v^r' af V (see A* 
Marimoto [ 8 ] , [ l l ] ) * 
To sum up the l a s t arguments we have proved properties ( a ) , (b) 
and (c) of K. I t implies that V i s a l inear connection on TrM JU 
sat i s fy ing conditions (5^0 - (5»-f) for a l l vector f i e l d s X, T on U 
and V>»LL= 0f...,.r--1. 
i i • 
Let (Utx ) and (U'tx ) be two charts on M.» Using our construction 
for these charts we obtain linear connections V and 7 on TrM|u and 
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T̂ M J XT1 respect ively sat i fy ing conditions ( 5 * 0 - (5*-0* I t implies 
that the re s tr i c t ions of V and v*f to T^IUnU1 are two l inear 
connectios on TrM|UnUf sa t i s fy ing (5*1) - (5 -̂+) for a l l vector 
f i e l d s X, Y on UnU1 and i>tyu, = 0-r»»»tr-U Taking into account the 
unici ty of l inear connections satisfying*these conditions, V = V1 o a 
T^MlUnl?1* Thus, using an a t l a s on M we can construct a l inear 
connection V on TrM sat i s fy ing the conditions o f our theorem* 
From Theorem 5*1 we obtain 
Corollary 5>2> I f V and tf are two l inear connections o.a M, then 
there i s one and only one l inear connection V an TM (the horizontal 
l i f t of V with respect to 7 ) such that 
vHH I
s = (v x m
H , V^H *v - % x *>
v 




 s 0 
xv xv 
for a l l vector f i e l d s X. Y on M, where lr^ denotes the horizontal 
l i f t of X with respect to \7 • 
Proof„ We employ Theorem 5*1 for r = 1 • Taking into account that 
X t 0 ) = XV and [xH,YVJ s (\£X*)
V> conditions ( 5 * 0 • (5*3) imply the 
f i r s t three conditions of our corollary and from (5**f) w® obtain 
Vjr*V = WoX-)<°*°-i> = CVo X*)
(-1 ) - 0 
Corollary 5»5.> fhe horizontal l i f t of V with respect to V to the 
tangent bundle TM coincides with the construction of K» Yano and 
£>•. Ishihara given i n [l2J t [l3]» 
Proof* We use Corollary 5*2 for V= V0» 
Proposition *>+U» Let V be a l inear connection and C be a 
connection of order r on M. I f V i s a vert ica l vector f i e ld on TrM 
and X i s a vector f i e ld on M* then 
Vjx11 - 0 , v ^ v = [xн,v] 
V 
Proof,, Ta prove the f i r s t formula we f ix a point y of TrM» There are 
a number v 4 r and a vector f ie ld Y on M such that 
V(y) = Y ( ) ; ) (y ) 
ITaw we have 
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(VS XH)(.y) = (VH,vx X
H)(y) = 0 
V - Yl ; 
To- prove the second formula we observe that every vertical vector 
field V on l^M can be locally written as a linear combination 
c- (va> V * >, f Y a 
a 
where f^a' are functions on TrM, Yrt are vector f i e l d s on M and ^ 
a a 
are numbers such that 0 .£ >> ^ r-1 • Now from ( 5 * 0 we obtain 
a 
H - — , H <V»> Vx« V = ? ^ f* ** 
- I T { i » ( V T ^ - ) * r a v - I T
C v - ) } 




Proposition 5 . 5 . Let T and T be the torsions of V and V 
respect ive ly . I f X, 1 are vector f i e lds on M and V,^= 0 , . . . , r — 1 , 
then 
(5.9 ) T ( x V H ) - (T(X,Y))H - RD(X,Y) 
(5.10) T(xH ,r ( v > )) = 0 
( 5 . 1 D T t t ^ Y ^ ) = (T(X,Y))<l'+>Ur> 
where R (X,Y) i s a vector f ie ld defined i n [5] which depends on the 
curvature form of the given connection Tof order r on M* 
Proofs I t i s t r i v i a l taking; into account the formula (see [5]) 
(5ol2) [ X ^ Y 3 ] = [x,Y]H+ R°(X,Y) 
and the def ini t ion of VH-, 
Proposition 5»6« Let V be a connection of order r, r > 2 , and V 
be a l inear connection on M» The horizontal l i f t V of V with 
respect to P i s without torsion i f and only i f V i s without tors ion 
and the curvature form D-of T vanishes ( P i s without curvature) •-
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P r o o f s In f a c t , i f V i s wi thout t o r s i o n and r ^ 2 , then there e x i s t 
V$JJL £ r-1 such t h a t ^ = v +/».i-r > 0* Now, from (5*11)» we o b t a i n 
( T ( X , Y ) ) ( % ) =s 0 f o r same p o s i t i v e number % and s a T = 0» N e x t , from 
(5*9)» we o b t a i n R (X,Y) .= 0 for any v e c t o r f i e l d s X and Y on M* 
According to the d e f i n i t i o n o f RD(X,Y) ( s e e [ 5 ] ) , we have CKX^Y3) = 
TJ TT 
0 , where i l i s the curvare form o f P and X and Y denote the . 
h o r i z o n t a l l i f t s (wi th r e s p e c t t o T ) o f X and Y to t h e bundle F3^ o f 
frames o f order r* From t h i s we o b t a i n i l s 0* 
I n v e r s e l y , i f we suppose t h a t T = 0 and fl=t 0 , then the d e f i n i t i o n 
o f RD(X,Y) i m p l i e s t h a t RD(X*Y) = 0 and from (5*9) - (5*12) we obtain-
¥ as 0* The p r o f i s f i n i s h e d * 
I n the case r = 1 t h i s p r o p o s i t i o n i s n o t t rue because i n formula 
(5*11) we must c o n s i d e r V = JJL =- 0 and we have 
(5»13) T ( X ( 0 ) , * ( 0 ) ) = ( T ( X , Y ) ) ( ~ 1 ) =- 0 
In the case r =r 1, u s i n g ( 5 . 9 ) » (5*10) and (5*13) we can prove 
e a s i l y the f o l l o w i n g p r o p o s i t i o n * 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5*7* L e t \7, \7 be two l i n e a r c o n n e c t i o n s on M* We 
denote by T and R » r e s p e c t i v e l y , the t o r s i o n o f V and the curvature 
(a) I f T s 0 , then the h o r i z o n t a l l i f t Vn o f V w i th r e s p e c t t o VQ i s 
wi thout t o r s i o n i f and only i f R s 0* 
(b) I f RQ s 0 , then \7
H i s wi thout t o r s i o n i f and on ly i f V i s wi thout 
t o r s i o n * 
In the case \7 =. V the p a r t va) o f P r o p o s i t i o n 5*7 was proved by 
K* Yano and S* I s h i h a r a [12]* 
H We can look for the curvature t e n s o r o f y b u t formulas are more 
comp l i cated* Namely„ we have 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5*8Let V be a l i n e a r connect ion and P be a connect ion 
o f order r on M* I f R i s the curvature fcensor o f t h e h o r i z o n t a l l i f t 
V o f V w i t h r e s p e c t to P , then 
R(XH,YH)ZH = (R (X,r )Z) H 
5(xHiY
H)z(v> = [RD(x,r),z(y)] -v H D z
( y ) 
L J R (X,Y) 
R (X H ,Y ( V ) )Z H =. 0 
^(XH>V(V))ZQ.) = [xHrj-Y;z](V^-r)3 _ ^ [ j^QO] - V* ^ Z^ 
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H(x(v\y(r))zH = o 
K(X(v\^>)Z(*?-> , (R(X,Y)Z)) ( VW- 2 r> 
for all vector fields X, Y, Z on M and ̂ ^ ^ = 0^, Mr--U 
Proof. Trivial from (5»1) - (5»4) and the definitions* taking into 
account that [x^Y^ >] s 0 for V -< r-1 -
6» Relationship between the horizontal lifts of linear connection 
and tensor fields* 
Let P be a given connection of order r on M. This connection V 
defines the covariant derivation, of sections of natural bundles of 
(r) order r* We will denote this derivation by Dx \ For every y » 0,».>-.».* 
r—1 % this connection P determines one and only one connection of 
order v>, called the part of order V of V p and this connection 
defines the covariant derivation, denoted by D^v , of sections of 
natural bundles of order y» 
We consider the natural (vector) bumdie 
J (TM) =- (JXX : x 6 M, X is a vector field on M } 
of order X+1 * where 3.» 0»».»tr-K If 6" is a section of J (TM) and 
y .<X we can define the vector field S^v' on TrM by 
(6.1) e(^(y) -X^y) 
where y i s a point of TrM and X i s a vector f i e ld on M such that 
s-OKy)) = J.£(y)x • 
Of course, we have (jyX) ^ = ( J ^ X ) ^ =- X ( y ) for j> = 0,•<, . , ,r-1, 
where JVX i s the section x —* i£x of JV>(TM)» 
In p] the following formula was proved 
(6.2) f l V ^ J = C D J ^ V X ) ^ = (D(r)j^1T)(tf) 
for v> a 0»»»»»r-»1» The l a s t equality holds because in the expression 
D5C J*Y we can use any number % >s^ + 
We also consider the (vector) bundle 
J(TM#T*M) =r { j^t : x£M f t i s a tensor f i e l d of type (1,1) on M } 
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of order X+1 for X .= Ort>»«,>r-1 • We can define an operation between 
sections of J^(TM), and J*(TM ® T*MK If ̂  is a section of 3*(TM) and 
t is a section of J (TM ® T*M) » we consider a new section 1:6" of 
J (TM) g£ven by 
(6.3) (rSKx) = J*(t(X)) 
where x is a point of M, t is a tensor field of type (1r1) on M such 
that t(x) s i^t and X is a vector .field on M such that S(x) 3 J*X.. 
Taking into account the bilinearity of the operation 
(r,e) • tsr 
we have the following formula 
(6.4) D £ + 1 ) ( T * ) - (4a+1V)5+<r(4*+1>e, . 
I f % i s a section of J (TM & T*M) and v - ^ , then we define the 
tensor f i e ld X^ of type (I, ,!) on TrM se t t ing 
(6.5) T ( v ) ( y ) = t ^ > ( y ) 
where y i s a point of TrM and t i s a tensor f i e ld of type (1,1) on M 
such that r(iT(y)) = J ^ ^ t -
I t i s c lear that for any tensor f i e l d t of type (1„1) on M we have 
(6.6) t<v> = (A)<v> = ( J ^ t ) ^ 
for V = 0 . , . . . » r - 1 , where J v t i s the sect ion x —> J*jt of J^TM^T^M).. 
We have the following proposition* 
Proposition g.1» Let oc be integer from 1 to r» I f I f t i s a 
tensor f ie ld of type (1r1) on M, X„ T are vector f i e lds on M and 
V>u s. 0>„..t.r-*1 , then we have 
. 0 i f oc ^ r-1 
(6.7) (VHwtH^)(XH) 
'УF ((V x t ) (T) )
H i f oc» r 
C6.8) (\7H Ht
H , 0 C)^ ( V )) = ( l> i r ) J , > " 1 t ) f r t ) .U ( V ) ) 
(6.9) ( ^ ( ^ t 3 * * ) ^ ) = 0 
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(6.10) ( V H ( v ) t
H ^ ) ( T ( r > ) = (V x t )
( c t + V - r ) (T ( ^>) 
= ((Vxt)(T) )<*•*+>**-•> 
To prove this proposition we need the following lemma* 
Lemma G*2+ If K is a section of J2*"*1 (TM) and » < r-1 • then 
tH>"(^) 9 (te)^
+^r> 
where tS s (J t)^ (see (6*3)K 
Proof* Let y be a point of TrM and X be a vector field on M such 
that *(TT(y)) = 4^)X* Now G(v)(y) = X(V)(y) and according to (3-5) 
and (3*6) we obtain 
(tH»tx(^(v>))(y) - (tH'«(X(v)))(y) 
= (tx)(^+y-r> 
- (tr)(o(+v-r> 
Proof of Proposition 6 . 1 . Formula (6.7) i s an immediate consequence 
of (3.5) and ( 3 . 6 ) . To pravs (6.8) we use ( 3 . 5 ) , ( 3 . 6 ) , ( 5 . 2 ) , (6 .2) 
and Lemma 6 . 2 . Really, we obtain 
(VHHt
H*«)(S ('>) - A ( t - > ( T < v ) ) ) - t H ^ ( 7 H H T
(V>) 
x x^ x 
= VHjI(tT)
(0C+V-r) - t i i » o t ( (D ( r ) J r - 1 T)) ( y > 
= f ^ ' t e ) ) ' 4 ^ 1 - ( t ( D ( r ) J r - 1 T ) ) ( r t + i ; - r > 
» ( D ^ J ^ t i ^ V ^ ) . 
Formula (6*9) i s obtained direct ly from def in i t ions o f Vn and 
t***** We verify (6*19) i n the same way as i n the paper of A* Morimotio 
[11]* The proof i s complete* 
From Proposition 6*1 we deduce immediately 
Corollary h ^ - Let C be a connection o f order r , V be a l i n e a r 
connection and t be a tensor f i e ld of type (1*1) on M* t * i s 
paral le l with respect to VH i f and only i f t i s paral le l with respect 
to \7 and D ^ j ^ t = 0 , where D' r ' i s the covariavt derivation with 
respect to n_ 
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Corollary 6»lt.» (K* Yano and S- Ishihara [12I) Let V be a linear 
connection and t a tensor field of type (1,1) on M* If 7 a^d t .= 
tH»1 denote the horizontal lifts of V and t to the tangent bundle TM 
with respect to V , then V Ht H « 0 if and only if Vt * O* 
We have also the following proposition,, 
Proposition ^^^ If t is a tensor field o>f type (1,1) on M, X, Y 
are vector fields on M and v,ju,s 0,***,r-1, then 
(L „ t ^ K Y 8 ) = -
XH 
f - t(oc)(Rn(X,Y)) i f ^ r . , 
((Lxt)(r))
H + Ra(X,Y) - t(r)(RD(X,T)) if * = r 
( V t H ' * ) ( Y ( v ) ) s <-4r ) j**1 t ) C" ) t T ( , , ) ) 
a x ( v ) t
H ^ ) ( Y ^ ) * ( ^ t j d ) ) ^ ^ 
R <* H 
Proof* Using the definitions of t • and y and formula (6*2) we 
obtain directly the above formulas taking into account that t -** and 
t^ * coincide for vertical vectors* The last formula can be obtained 
as in the paper of A* Morimoto [?] , [l 1] • 
From Proposition 6*3 i*e obtain immrdiately 
Corollary 6-6., Let r be an integer such that r ^ 2* 
(a) If <* ̂  r~1 , then L (v)tH,OC * 0 if and only if Lxt » 0 and for 
every vector field Y on M we heve t(Dy)Jr*1X) 3 0* 
(b) L (U)t
H,r » 0 if and only if Lxt s 0 and for every vector field Y 
Y on M we have t(D^r)Jr"1X) =* D ^ J ^ X * . 
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